
 

 

Music Summer Term 2024 

Year 6 

 

Below expectations Meeting expectations Exceeding expectations 

Reasonable knowledge and understanding of the work 

covered.  

Can participate in some practical tasks but may need help 

and support from the teacher to develop certain skills. 

Verbal responses demonstrate that some of the main points 

can be recalled and have been understood. 

Contributes some ideas to group tasks. 

Needs support to work independently . 

Good knowledge and understanding of the work covered. 

Can confidently participate in most practical tasks, using the 

skills learned during previous lessons. 

Verbal responses demonstrate that all the main points can 

be recalled and have been understood. 

Is able to work co-operatively and creatively with others in 

group tasks. 

Is able to work independently when appropriate. 

Excellent knowledge and understanding of the work 

covered. 

Can use a range of skills with great confidence in practical 

tasks, including some not covered explicitly in previous 

lessons. 

Verbal responses include contributions and questions based 

in own interest and experience that extend the main points 

and indicate creative and experimental thought processes. 

Is able to lead group tasks and encourage others who are 

less able. Can also take the initiative when working 

independently. 

 

Summer Term 
 

 
Week Topic Learning Objectives Activities/Resources/Links Assessment 
1-5 The Y6 Production 

African Drumming 

Learning and rehearsing songs for the production 
 
Compose, rehearse and (if ready) perform their 
drumming pieces  

• Music for ‘The Wizard of Oz’ 
• African drums and other percussion 

instruments 

• Paper and pens to record progress  

Rehearsal and performance skills 
Ability to work co-operatively with each 
other, ability to play (and stay) in time, 
contribution to the group, creative 
ideas. 

 

Pupils with Individual Education Plans:     Mario An, Krishan Bhatt, Xander Dunkerley, Seb Garnham, Kabir Hansra, Ted Husain, Henry Kiddle Callum McKay,  

Milo Rokos, Ciaran Smith, Patrick Smith, Dhruv Rai, Jacob Wiffen 

 


